
2024 directors series 
second Tuesday of the month | January - April | 10:00-11:00 am | zoom 

JANUARY 9 
Bank Performance Key Metrics 
Ben Crowley, The Kafafian Group  

Join us on January 9th for an insightful session where Benjamin Crowley from The Kafafian Group will delve into crucial aspects of "Bank 
Performance Key Metrics." Gain valuable insights into the metrics that drive success in the banking industry and discover strategic approaches to 
optimize your bank's performance. Don't miss this opportunity to enhance your understanding of key performance indicators and chart a course for 
continued success in the financial landscape. 
 
FEBRUARY 13 
Managing Risk in Third Party Relationships – Evaluating new Interagency Guidance Issued in 2023   
Matt Stein and Kyle Glover, Pierce Atwood   

Join us on February 13th as our Directors Series presents a crucial session on "Managing Risk in Third-Party Relationships." Led by seasoned 
experts Matt Stein and Kyle Grover, this session will delve into the evaluation of the new Interagency Guidance issued in 2023. Gain actionable 
insights to fortify your bank against potential risks in third-party relationships and ensure compliance with the latest regulatory standards. This 
will be an informative session that will empower your board in navigating the dynamic landscape of risk management.   
 
MARCH 12 
Cybersecurity Trends and Strategies   
Brendan Travis, Deer Brook Consulting  
JC Clough, Machias Savings Bank 

Join us on March 12th as our Directors Series presents a pivotal session on "Cybersecurity Trends and Strategies." Led by cybersecurity expert 
Brendan Travis of Deer Brook Consulting, this session will explore the latest trends in cybersecurity and provide invaluable strategies to fortify your 
bank's defenses. Stay ahead of evolving threats and equip your board with the knowledge needed to safeguard your institution in an increasingly 
digital landscape. Don't miss this opportunity to enhance your cybersecurity posture.  
 
APRIL 9 
Legislative and Congressional Issues Impacting Banking   
Paul Merski and Anne Balcer, ICBA    

Join us on April 9th for an insightful virtual workshop on "Legislative and Congressional Issues Impacting Banking." Renowned experts Paul Merski 
and Anne Balcer from the Independent Community Bankers of America (ICBA) will guide attendees through a comprehensive discussion on the 
latest legislative and congressional developments influencing the banking landscape. Gain valuable insights into policy changes, regulatory updates, 
and potential impacts on the industry. This workshop is a must-attend for board members, executives, and professionals seeking to stay well-
informed about the evolving legislative landscape in banking.  

schedule 

Member pricing 
Full Series: $525 
Per Session: $175 

Non-Member pricing 
Full Series: $630 
Per Session: $210 


